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Abstract
Industrial activity requires the production and the use of dangerous goods in the chemical plants. It
also requires their transport between these installations. These products thus present risks on the
plants sites, but also between them, because of their transport. Today, regulations constrain chemical
plants to minimise their risks. This is in this context that the GLOBAL project will examine how the
logistic strategies of the industrialists can influence the risks due to the transport of dangerous goods.
For example, by minimising the quantities stored in the fixed installations, does one increase the risks
due to transport and in this case, up to what point? The objective of the present research is to examine
new risks assessments methods of quantification that could be applied both for the fixed installations
and for transport, and then bring global answers.

1

Introduction

The need for development brings forth technological progress but simultaneously induces risks that
cannot be completely avoided. The impact on health, environment and economy must thus be
approached. One can quote the examples of Seveso, Bhopal, the tunnel fires of the Tauern and the
Mont Blanc, etc. This shows the need to analyse and to assess systematically all the types of risks in
order to protect the public health and to limit the environmental and economic impacts of potential
accidents. However, the impacts (in term of risk) of these technologies should not be treated
independently of the benefits that they bring to the society. The respective weight of the risks and of
the benefits is fundamental for any decision-making process. The different risk assessment methods
provide qualitative and quantitative measurements that can constitute a support for the decisionmaking. The technological risks are treated differently according to the different activities and
existing pertaining regulations. Several national and international organisations use methods to be
applied in various activities (chemical plants and transport). However, these methods are often
specific to the sectors to which they are applied and adopt frequently various definitions, models and
approaches to assess the risks.

2

The problematic

2.1

State of the art: a lack of harmonisation

It is obvious that there is a lack of harmonisation in risk assessment. Because of the differences of
culture in the different countries and in the different fields (transport, fixed installations, etc.) that
requires risk-assessment, it is not simple to find a common methodology. But it would improve the
transparency in decision-making.
Technological risks are treated differently in the different fields of activity and in the different
countries. For example, the use of deterministic or probabilistic methods depends on where you live
and which industry you are looking at. Decision-makers have to deal with a variety of approaches to
assess and manage a specific risk, which makes the comparison of risk studies performed by different
organisations a difficult task.

In order to illustrate this lack of harmonisation, in the Netherlands, probabilistic risk analysis is a
requirement of the safety report. The Netherlands have a clearly defined policy on the maximum
levels of risk that are acceptable when considering land-use decisions. In the UK, the probabilistic
approach to risk analysis is favoured, but up to now, quantitative risk criteria have been published only
as far as the control of land-use in the vicinity of industrial facilities is concerned, whereas criteria for
siting of new activities are being developed. In Germany, deterministic approaches are extensively
used in the chemical process industry to demonstrate the quality of the measures taken to avoid risk
inside and outside the installation. Safety decisions, both with regard to design and operation, are
made on the basis of the potential consequences alone, independent of an explicitly defined
probability.

2.2

How to assess globally the industrial risks?

The industrial activity requires the production and the use of dangerous products and goods in the
chemical plants. It also requires their transport between these installations. These products thus
present risks in the industrial sites, but also between these sites, because of their transport.
Today, the regulations concerning chemical plants logically constrain the operators to minimise the
risks. The risks relative to the transport and to the installations of temporary storage are for their part
limited by regulations such as the ADR, the RID, the IMDG, etc. But these risks are not treated by
specific studies. New texts of law and European draft Directives are in hand to mitigate partially these
lacks. In this context, it is appropriate to examine how the exploitation strategies of the chemical
plants can influence the risks due to the Transport of Dangerous Goods (TDG). For example, by
minimising the quantities stored inside the sites, does one increase the transport risks and in this case,
up to what point? For this purpose, the present project will examine different quantitative risks
assessment methods that, applying on chemical plants and also in the fields of transport (road
transport, rail transport, etc.), can bring global answers.

3

The GLOBAL project

3.1

Context of the project

INERIS has carried out and still carries out many projects linked with the assessments of the risks due
to chemical plants and transport of dangerous goods. In this context, the Accidental Risks Division
carries out a program entitled "GLOBAL" which means "Global evaluation of the technological risks
relative to transportation and storage of chemical products". This project was adopted by the ministry
for spatial planning and environment that will bring a part of the financing.
3.2

Purpose

The purpose of the project is to examine the ways risk assessments for the systems of transport and the
chemical plants are performed and then to analyse the practices of risk management based on these
evaluations. The work will consist in setting up a method based on a single risk assessment principle,
which will be applicable at the same time on transport activities and on storages. From the criteria of
existing risk management in the two fields, the work will consist in proposing new indicators or
criteria that could facilitate the arbitrages and allow the comparison of the risks. It will also consist in
using the method to give a first opinion on the global benefit that can be withdrawn from strategies
consisting in reducing the size of the storages in the sites.
Philosophies and methods of risk management on the chemical plants and on the means of transport
are very different. However, the interactions between these fields are strong, and one cannot
reasonably claim to manage the whole industrial risks and ignore one of these fields. The project
suggested is innovating insofar as only few parallels and comparisons were carried out until today
between these fields. Moreover, the probabilistic aspects, which could be approached in this program,
are developed very little with regard to the safety reports of chemical plants.

3.3

Content of GLOBAL

The GLOBAL project contains several tasks that are listed below:
•

Description of the activities of transport and chemical plants.
The objective is to describe these two types of fields, from a quantitative and a qualitative point of
view: flows, means of transport, sizes of the storage, packaging, etc. For a few main products
(because of their dangerous character or of their importance in the flews), the methods of
production, consumption and transport will be detailed (producing and consuming areas, seasonal
character, usual means of transport, etc.)

•

Description of the regulation context.
Indeed, it is useful to confront these two fields taking into account the regulations applicable. It
will make it possible to better understand the differences that exist between the philosophies. The
purpose is to point out the historic of the various regulations applied in transport (ADR, RID, etc.)
and for fixed installations, then to draw up a synthetic inventory of the current regulations. In this
operation, the work will not consist in reproducing in extenso the regulations applying in the two
fields, but in revealing the similarities or the differences with regard to these questions of major
risks.

• Learning from experience and statistical analyse of the past accidents.
In order tound erline the differences existing between the fixed and the mobile installations,
INERIS proposes to undertake a compared study of the accidents resulting from these two fields.
That is to say: existing databases (sources, mode of data collecting, etc.), compared uses of these
bases, and compared analyse of the accidents (kind of accident, gravity, etc.).
•

Current methods of risk assessment in the fields of transport and of chemical plants.
The risk management requires its identification and its assessment with a taking into account of the
means able to reduce either gravity, or the frequency of occurrence. Straightaway, the methods
used to identify, assess and manage the risks in the field of chemical plants and transport seem
notably different. Therefore, this operation will be lead to study the different approaches of risks
assessment in the two fields, in particular by presenting the methods used, the principles which
justify them and the models most frequently used, by describing their fields and their application
limits.

• Analyse of the various possible policies.
The purpose is to study a few cases which induced a transfer of risk from the fixed installations
towards freight vehicles of dangerous goods, for example by decreasing the quantity stored in the
fixed installations and by increasing the quantity stored temporarily in the bulks. It will consist in
understanding the mechanisms of the transfer, judging their interest and their disadvantages,
finding means of avoiding them if the disadvantages are significant, and then considering total
solutions of management of the dangerous goods. At the end of this operation, several common
cases, i.e. installations presenting similar logistic modes (for certain sectors of activity for
example), could be highlighted. This operation could also be useful to bring together decisionmakers and industrialists to have a better vision of the existing practices.
•

Global method of assessment.
In this operation, the purpose consists in thinking about the conditions that would make it possible
to compare the risks relative to transport and fixed installations. These activities are different and
the risks assessments methods also, but to assess the total risk, a common method, simple but
elaborated enough, should be found. It is particularly difficult to achieve, because if the
uncertainties are too significant, this kind of method could be unusable to allow decisions. From
the criteria existing for the risk management in the two fields, the aim will be to propose new
indicators or criteria that could facilitate the decisions and allow the comparison of the risks. If the
results of these investigations are sufficiently interesting, a case study could then be then
considered.
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